BREN-TRONICS
BB-2590/U
THE GOLD STANDARD OF MILITARY BATTERIES

Most durable and versatile military battery ever built.

THE NEW BREN-TRONICS SERIES OF BB-2590/U PROVIDES:

- **Lighter weight.** One BT-70791CG (3 lbs) runs as long as two fielded BB-390B/U’s (8 lbs).
- **Years of experience.** Over 800K produced. Made in the USA and shipped worldwide since 2004!
- **Best warranty in the industry.** That says it all.
- **Battery performance exceeds Mil-SPEC requirements.** (Mil-PRF-32052/1 and Mil-PRF-32383/1).
- **Standard military battery.** BB-2590/U is used in over 80 different items and is the world’s standard rechargeable for the X90 family.
- **New State of Charge (SOC) Indicator.** Provides warfighter with instant state of charge and the overall health of the battery.
- **100% SMBus v1.1 compliant.** Application designers can access critical battery health status within their system platforms.

Data presented in this document is subject to change without notice.

Bren-Tronics is an advanced designer and manufacturer of primary and rechargeable batteries, chargers and complete energy storage systems from watt hours to megawatt hours.

For a complete description of our products refer to Bren-Tronics website at: http://www.bren-tronics.com
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